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Making Assessments Smarter with
Wheebox
Remote Proctoring allows Academic institutions, Organizations, and Test
Prep Companies to provide assessment anytime anywhere while ensuring
full security standards. Candidates can now take assessments from their
home or home offering assessments on-demand with Convenience,
affordable and security compliant to testing Integrity.

Need for Proctoring as A Service:
More students are now studying online than ever before. One reality that
educators are recognizing is that assessment is a key component of
eLearning. COVID-19 has affected many academic institutions, driving
them to implement their academic continuity strategies and Academic
Institutions need to conduct an assessment with their existing digital
infrastructure of LMS and Assessment Solutions. Realizing the requirement
of securing assessment, Wheebox introduces Remote Proctoring as a
Services offering affordable, reliable, and secured service to make your
examination Cheat Proof and maintain Academic continuity.

Introducing Wheebox AI Powered Assessment Suite
(Platform Capabilities)
Our end-to-end online examination platform, allowed the examiners to effortlessly
manage their Assessment, set up exams and roll out results, automating an otherwise
tedious process of managing a centre based examination. The questions could be easily
uploaded in bulk, along with the option to randomize them. The platform simplified the
examination process significantly.
1. Bulk Upload Questions

4. Customised White Labelling

2. Pre-Configured Test Date and Time

5. Benchmark your Score

3. Support Multiple Question Types

6. Advanced Analytics for Faster Results.
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Real-time and AI-Based
Proctoring
Real time Authentication process negated any
chances of impersonation prevents students
from browsing out of the test window and
sharing their test screens. It also flagged
suspicious instances, Multiple Person in Test
Window, Face Tracking, Live Stream of
Candidate and Screen Capture

Types of Proctoring
Live Proctoring: Wheebox Offers Live Human proctors to monitor your assessments to prevent
cheating wherein Wheebox certified Managed Proctors / Academic Examiners to invigilate your
Assessments.
Auto Proctoring: Automated proctoring system that uses Microsoft AI technology to monitor students
during exams and allows them to test from the comfort of their own home. The system ensures that test
integrity is maintained through the use of web cameras and screen monitoring system and making
your assessment automated.

Proctoring Features :
Face Tracking

Face Recognition

360 Degree Room Scan

Live Stream

On Demand Proctors

Object and Noise
Detection
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Supercharge Your Assessment By Integrating
Proctoring in LMS / LTI Compliant Apps

Remote

Remote Proctoring can be integrated easily in an existing application, assessment platform, or
LTI compliant apps from any of the Method
i) Wheebox RPaaS Light - Integrate Proctoring in your solution in 1 day and making your
assessments / Certifications Safer and Secured. This integration is suited for certification
platforms or many other LTI compliant applications like Moodle, Blackboard, and Sakai.
ii) Wheebox RPaaS Deep Integration - Wheebox RPaaS Deep Integration APIs can be
integrated with the 3 rd Party assessment platforms or LMS and gives you full control on your
assessments. This Integration is suited for Test Administrators who want to have control on the
proctoring outcomes. API based integration enabled the customisation of Wheebox Proctoring
engine using their exiting assessment infrastructure and UI / UX Layouts.

Remote Proctoring as A service Features of RPaaS
Full Control and View of Candidate:
Remote Proctoring as a service offers live
stream, Screenshot of Malpractices in exam,
Object Detection and full logs of activity
flagged by proctors.

Easy Integration: Wheebox Remote
Proctoring Service Integrates easily into
third-party technologies ATS, LMS and
Assessment Solutions with a clean and
simple interface.

AI Calculated Proctor
administrators identify
proactive intervention
reviewing candidates
Proctor Score.

Prevent
Physical
physically
candidate

Score: Helps exam
at-risk students for
by checking and
with AI Calculed

Managed
Service
with
Certified
Proctors:
Makes
the
examination
experience more personal, efficient,,
secured & decreases administrative burden
to track and manage proctoring with
managed offering of Wheebox Certified
Proctors
Managed
Service
with
Certified
Proctors: Comprehensive and detailed
analytics for all the candidates with
Problematic Images are filtered and
highlighted to maintain academic integrity
to coduct your examination with confidence.

Impersonation: On Demand
/ Automated Approvers to
check the IDs and match with
photographs.

Automated
and
Human
Proctors:
Wheebox Remote Proctoring physical
proctors as well as automated proctoring to
offer Proctoring as a managed service to
safeguard
your
existing
assessment
Infrastructure.
Environment Check: Check the system
readiness for system infra.
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MAKE YOUR
ASSESSMENTS SECURED
WITH WHEEBOX
REMOTE PROCTORED SERVICE
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